The Undesirables
in:

“Power of Prayer”
Synopsis-Story begins with Chance saying, “It’s coming”. A Girl Named Brent throws up on Hank just before a few
guards politely pull him to the side and beat him mercilessly. The others have a convo as I nothing is
happening and he comes back to sit with them. “Nice warning, Chance. But were you talking about the
projectile vomit or the merciless beating those guards just gave him?” “Neither.”
A mean guard berates Stephanie after escorting her to the main area. Stephanie takes the abuse and Jay
stands up for her, but is laughed at. The guards and the Undesirables snicker and Jay sits down. Hank
asks Tim to escort him to his quarters to get changed because he has purple vomit on his clothes. Tiny
escorts him away while Stephanie sits alone.
When Tiny comes back, he brings with him a spent Carlita. The others are worried for her and they show
their concern by helping her to a seat. She tells them they are almost out of the facility. They are almost
free. But when they get what they most desire, they will have to fight to keep it. Everyone looks at her
like she is crazy.
Carlita begins praying and the guards ignore her at first. In another section of the lab, readings begin to
spike on a screen and someone tells the guards not to fire yet. Not to stop her. back in the mess hall,
Carlita is still praying. Chance says something is coming again but won’t say anything else. A hole opens
up in the middle of the cafeteria and the guards aim their weapons at it, moving them from Carlita. The
lights go out. The voice gauging the readings is familiar with what came through the hole between
dimensions.
Splash of Bob, the Ancient Astronaut in the middle of the mess hall with a confused look on his face.

PAGE ONE
Panel 1
Close shot - inset into Panel 2 - Close on Chance’s mouth as he speaks.
Chance: It’s coming.
Panel 2
Open/Establishing shot/Wide shot - Jay, Chance and Man-Child, across from Hank and a breastfeeding
Marcia are sitting in a cold feeling steel cafeteria/chow hall type setting, two rows of tables lining up
with the wall and winding their way around the room. The empty space in the middle accompanied by
the high ceiling both make the room look expansive. Also lining the walls and making its way around the
room is a top tier (somewhere around the second floor) where armed guards in light over dark blue
prison guard uniforms are walking around with high powered rifles.
Marcia: What’s com-Brent: hurk!
Marcia: Oh.
CAP: Dreamland Seven, Above Top Secret US Army Base.
CAP: The Mess Hall.
Panel 3 (Panels 3-6 should be Tall Vertical shots spanning across and toward the bottom of the page.)
Angled side shot - Marcia’s baby, A Girl Named Brent, is in the process of vomiting on Hank’s lap, while
Marcia does nothing to stop her. The others across the table are giving queasy looks to one another. A
mostly Off Panel guard has his hand on Hank’s shoulder.
Marcia: Hank, you might want to-Brent: BLOORRGGHHH!!!
Hank: Oh! Oh, God!
Jay (small): Why does she always do that?
Man-Child (small): And why’s it purple?
Guard (Off Panel): Punching bag. A word?
Panel 4
Side shot - The others pay no attention, talking amongst themselves as four guards escort Hank toward a
partition directly in the background of the shot between the talking characters. It should look like one of
those medical screens they use in some of the older, less upgraded medical facilities. It should be
comprised of three screens together to shield their action and look like it’s used often. Marcia should be
smiling/laughing while Jay makes a confused face. Man-Child should obviously be looking at Chance who
is looking up at the ceiling.
Marcia: Nice call, Chance.
Jay: Nice call?
Man-Child: Wait-- Were you talking about the projectile vomit or the
merciless beating those guards are about to unleash on him?

Chance: Neither.

Panel 5
Medium shot - Jay is gesturing toward Chance, who is paying no attention. Marcia is no longer smiling.
Man-Child is looking toward Chance with a sort of reserved intrigue. In the background, three of the
guards are behind the now closed partition while one stands guard outside it, holding his rifle. Three
silhouettes can be seen beating Hank (who is on the ground at this point) mercilessly with batons. One
guard has taken his belt off and it lifting it into the air menacingly, making his intentions known.
Jay: I never get this kid. He’s never just down here with the rest of us;
he’s always in the clouds.
Marcia: Leave him alone. His attention may be elsewhere, but he can still
hear you.
Man-Child: I just want to know what he thinks is coming. It’s almost like
he can see it... What’d they do to you, kid?
Panel 6
One of the guards has walked Hank back to his seat. Chance is no longer looking up at the ceiling, his
attention focused directly on Man-Child as he speaks. The rest of the Undesirables at the table all give
him surprised/slightly afraid facial expressions while Hank is preparing to take his seat while talking with
the guard next to him. The other three guards should appear more relaxed now, walking one by one
from the partition to where Hank is about to sit. [This should help give to the suggestion of the
transition of Hank walking to the table without having to create an extra panel just to show him walking
back.]
Chance: More than enough.
Guard: Thanks, man. Wish the wife didn’t feel pain. It’d be “to the moon,
Alice” if you get my meaning.
Hank: Yeah.. You forgetting something?
Panel 7
Close shot/Small shot - inset on top of bottom right corner of the page - A cellophane wrapped honey
bun lands on the table.
Guard (Off Panel): Oh yeah.
SFX: Thunk!
Hank (Off Panel): Thanks.
Stephanie (Off Panel): Ah!

PAGE TWO
Panel 1
Behind the back shot - Jay stands up in angry and indignant while looking toward the prison styled
entrance where a teenage boy dressed in a prison guard uniform is ushering a giant pair of legs through
the entrance made especially for Stephanie, the giant girl. The entrance is around two stories high
although only the bottom portion is seen in this panel and it is made entirely of a thick panel of glass
that slides to the side when opening and is now clear and transparent.
Tiny: Get in there, freak!
Stephanie: Okay! I’m going, Tiny!
Tiny: Alright, Bill. You can close the door.
Jay: Hey!
Panel 2
Waist up shot/Reaction shot - Tiny, the guard, makes a surprised, “Oh, really?” type of face as he
continues his derisive remarks. The door is sliding back to close itself, its shade turning darker. The
background behind him is a long corridor seemingly made of steel.
Tiny: “Hey”?
Tiny: What are you gonna do, Pinky? Give me a Hug? You look like a
carebear.
Panel 3
Waist up shot/Reaction shot - Jay is no longer angry and indignant and has reverted back to his normal,
unconfident self. He has a finger in the air like he had something to say but the shame he feels for
himself has caused it to quickly leave him. His background should be a
Jay: Uh… Not exactly… Tiny-Tiny (Off Panel): Pink bastard.
Panel 4
Close shot - Tiny’s evil face is seen through the now shaded glass door, looking like an evil mural keeping
at bay the black void eating at it.
Tiny: Find another boyfriend, Fruitpie.
SFX: KLANK!
Tiny: I’m straight.
Panel 5
Medium shot - Jay standing up and yelling toward the guard who is no longer paying any attention to
him while everyone sits snickering to themselves.
Jay: I’m not even gay!
Marcia (small): Not that there’s anything wrong with that.
Man-Child (small): That’s not what your skin says.
Jay: They turned it pink! You know this!

Panel 6
Frontal shot/Medium shot - Tiny POV of Hank (don’t factor in the shading) - A smiling Hank is near the
entrance having walked past Stephanie’s oversized legs as she is now in the background walking toward
the corner of the room nowhere near the group at the table. Background: The three relaxed guards,
who are still at the table, and the Undesirables burst into laughter as Jay sits back down.
Jay (background): Oh, it’s so funny, guys!
Hank: Tiny, take me back to my quarters, will you?
Tiny: Why, what’s wrong with you?
Jay (small/background): How would you like being a pink Catholic?!
Panel 7
Close shot - Focused on the huge, purple vomit stain covering Hank’s lap/crotch/stomach/upper leg
areas. Stephanie can be seen in the background sitting by herself on the floor with her back to the wall.
Most of her giant body can be seen but not her upper torso. She is hugging her knees.
Tiny (Off Panel): You havin’ an adverse reaction to your treatment?

PAGE THREE
Panel 1
Wide shot/Side shot - Hank and Carlita are switching places (Hank is closer to the other guard and
walking away from Tiny as is Carlita because they have already passed each other) as the two guards
stand on either side of the panel.
Tiny: hey, Johnson! Take Human Punching Bag here to his quarters to
change.
Johnson: Yes, sir. We can switch. This one’s fresh from her-- [ahem] -fresh from treatment. Careful, she can barely stand… much less walk.
Carlita (small): Lord…
Panel 2
Frontal shot - waist up - Carlita has stepped through the entrance and is standing looking down with dull
and tired eyes. Behind her, Hank is being led away by the other guard.
Tiny: She’ll be all right.
Carlita: give us distance between us and those who wish to harm us…
Panel 3
Side shot - partition POV on opposite side of room - Carlita is walking/hobbling past the table where the
group is sitting and staring at her with surprised and concerned faces. In the background at the top of
the panel, guards can be seen holding their rifles and walking around boredly.
Carlita: help us get one step closer.
Panel 4
Reaction shot - The group sitting at the table is making confused/surprised faces at Carlita (Off Panel),
who has walked further up. Chance is looking upward toward the ceiling with the same distant look he
always has on his face.
Carlita (Off Panel): let us fight for the freedom we most desire…
Panel 5
Close shot/Action shot - Very tight on Carlita, who has a determined look on her tired face. Action lines
should accompany her from the background of the panel or they can compromise her background.
Carlita: let us fight!

PAGE FOUR
Panel 1
Medium shot/Tall shot - From below and angled to the side - Foreground: A frontal/side angle of Carlita
walking toward the middle of the mess hall. Background: From the second floor tier, the other guards
are eyeing her suspiciously.
Guard: Thought this one couldn’t walk.
Guard: Walk? How’s she standing?
Panel 2
Behind the back shot - above and behind the Undesirables’ at the table - Carlita drops to her knees and
clasps her hands together. Wind begins to blow her hair to one side. Papers and other light debris can
be seen blowing in the wind to the same side. (There is a circular wind growing around her like a small
tornado. Keep this in mind for the next few shots.)
Guard (small): There she goes. On your knees with the other sub-humans.
Guard (small): where’s that wind coming from? Is she doing it?!
Marcia: What’s she doing?
Man-Child: No idea.
Jay: It looks like…
Panel 3
She has bowed her head and begun murmuring to herself. The wind has grown a bit fiercer, now
whipping her hair around where before it was just a gentle nudge.
CAP Jay: “…she’s praying.”
Carlita: Amen.
Panel 4
Wide shot/Behind the back shot - Behind and above Carlita - Carlita is kneeling and lifting her head to
gaze at a hole that has opened a few feet in front of her in the middle of the mess hall. The hole looks
very similar to a flat, black hole hovering vertically in the air. Nothing can be seen inside.
Carlita: Behold…
Panel 5 (Panels 5-6 should be side-by-side each other with Khamen’s left hand on the left panel’s
television’s left side and vice versa for the right Panel. This will hopefully give the reader the impression
that someone/something is changing shape while going from watching one monitor to the other.)
Close shot/Small shot - Transition to a computer screen with security footage showing Carlita now
standing before the hole. The shot is from above and behind her but off to the side a bit, not directly
behind her. On the side of the screen is a reptilian hand that seems to be preparing to shape shift, a .
Voice (Off Panel): tell the men to hold their fire. Do not interrupt this.
Tiny (Off Panel/from speaker): What is this, sir?
CAP: Witch Lab

Panel 6
Close shot/Small shot - Readings begin to spike on the computer screen next to the screen with the
security video on it. On the opposite side of the computer monitor is a hand. It has just changed from
reptilian to human.
Voice (Off Panel): You don’t know what the Witch’s treatments are for, do you?
Never stopped to ask any of the engineers why they pump 30,000 volts
through that hag’s body four times a week? Tiny, right now we are
finally witnessing…
Panel 6
Large shot - Carlita is standing defiantly with a hand outstretched above her toward the void that is
crackling with electricity before her as if she were a famous magician, on stage performing the big reveal
of a popular magic trick. She should look as though she is giving her all to what she is doing.
Carlita: …the Power of Prayer!

PAGE FIVE
Panel 1
Splash shot - At the bottom of the page, Carlita has fallen to the floor with a bloody nose at Bob, the
Ancient Astronaut’s feet as he stands in the middle of the Mess Hall with a confused look on his face.
The background might have some guards in it at the second floor tier with their rifles trained on him, but
mostly it’s just the rest of the steel facility’s Mess Hall.
Bob: Okay, this is definitely not home.
CAP Khamen: “Let’s go get reacquainted with our ancient astronaut.”
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